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• My background

• Case study

• More about Disciplined Agile



About me ☺

Giles Lindsay: @anyone4seconds

• 25 years working as a Software Engineer

• Technology Development Director at Tungsten Network Limited

• Fellow (FBCS) - BCS, The Chartered Institute for IT

• Fellow (FIAP) - The Institute of Analysts & Programmers

• Certified Disciplined Agilist

• Certified Scrum Product Owner

• Enterprise Agile Coach

• Technology Mentor for BCS Entrepreneurs Specialist Group





‘Disciplined Agile In The City’…

The case study revolves around the Agile Transformation 
of Tungsten Network Limited, a FinTech company in the heart 
of London UK, using Disciplined Agile Delivery and the 
achievements of that business over the last 12-18 months…



‘Disciplined Agile In The City’…

On my arrival at Tungsten Network in July 2016, the company 
had delivered just three Projects of work in the first six 
months of the year, using non-structured approaches to 
application and product development.



‘Disciplined Agile In The City’…

I spent the next three months with all the global teams 
introducing the Disciplined Agile framework, the 
development governance, the portfolio management and 
project management office and the right support tools.



‘Disciplined Agile In The City’…

There was previously no formal understanding of Agile at 
Tungsten Network, but moving a non-agile, non-trained team 
into the Disciplined Agile Delivery world was really well 
received by an awesome team, especially when there had 
been no agile tools in place and no ceremonies running.



‘Disciplined Agile In The City’…

A year on, Tungsten Network Limited has since smashed the 
KPI that was set back in September 2016, delivering over 
100 Programmes of work in under 12 months, being able to 
understand the cost of each, and the return on investment.



‘Disciplined Agile In The City’…

I'm going to go walk and talk you through how we went about 
delivering that number of projects...



Number of projects that have been delivered each month, which amounts to…
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Most project releases into Production:
26 in February 2018

Average project releases per month: 
12.3 (across 12 Products) - previously 0.25

Total project releases into production in 1st Year: 
109 (September 2017)

Total project releases into production: 
220 to date

Delivery statistics…



On joining Tungsten Network in July 2016…

JFDI…
He or She who shouted loudest got their work done, 
only to be replaced a few days later by another 
louder voice.
Work didn't actually get done, it was just attention 
diverted.

HIPPO…
Highest Paid Person’s Opinion every time.

• Only 3 project releases in the first six months of 
2016…

• No core Tungsten Network Platform release for 
15 months…

• High attrition rate…



• Understanding the Technology 
Environment/Estate

• Assessing the current situation
– Tungsten Network wanted quick Agile releases 

with reliable and sustainable iterative deliveries.

• Building the team foundations
– Hiring the right people (Agile PM's, BA's QA’s) to 

augment the developers.

• Implementing the right tools and 
processes 
– DAD was the perfect fit, being the right Enterprise 

Agile approach for a FinTech Organisation.

First three months…



• Implementing… 
– The Agile PMO, Technical Steering Committee 

(Exco Level Prioritisation meeting).

• Creating the Portfolio Management in 
JIRA 
– Retrospectively capturing everything going on and 

all future business requests, having a single version 
of the truth of what is being delivered.

• 50+ Projects of no value at this time 
were canned
– These would have previously been worked on and 

would have delivered no business value or benefit 
accrual.

First three months…



NB: “Baselining your current situation in 
JIRA or ticket tracking tool is your true 
starting point, as every requirement is 
important.”

First three months…





First milestone - September 2016…

First Iteration…

The teams delivered 3 projects for 3 different 
products.  That is the same amount of technical 
delivery that had been achieved in the first 8 
months of 2016.

The Technology Development Team then set 
the KPI of delivering 35 projects in 1 year.



Maturing processes…

• Good steady pace – continual improvements

• Individuals take over

• Managing by exception – sorted the 
impediments

• Tide had turned

• Attention turned to the Product team to help 
them capture the right requirements and 
deliver the right things

• Process was maturing to a self-organising 
department



Next nine months…

• Working together to improve our 
capability

• Month on month looked better

• People started recognising how we 
were all changing the culture

• Constantly learning and experimenting 
with new agile and lean strategies

• We also created the Agile Toolkit…





Tungsten Network - Agile Reference Card

Ceremony Inputs Outputs

Backlog Grooming • Design Principles
• Acceptance Criteria
• Initial RoM
• Other supporting artefacts

• Stories/Bugs assigned to next Sprint
• Stories/Bugs moved to backlog
• Stores/Bugs not ready by need to be for next sprint
• KPI/Report of the above items

Sprint Planning • Stories assigned to sprint
• BA design complete
• All Stories contain:

• Acceptance criteria for stories
• Sub tasks
• Design sub task closed

• Resource Template
• Updated Jira Tickets
• Agreed Sprint Backlog
• Sprint Goal

Stand Up • What did you do yesterday?
• What will you do today?
• Are there any impediments in your way?

• Actions to remove impediments

Review/Retrospective • Sprint Delivery KPI (From Jira)
• Approach for Retrospective 

• Improvement Actions for Development Manager and Team
• Strategy Improvement requests

Demo • Demo Preparation • Acceptance/Sign off
• New stories on backlog

Reference Data

Maximum Story Size 30 Hours

Sprint Length 3 Weeks

Total ‘Useable’ Days in Sprint
Actual : 13 Days ( 78 Hours)

11 Days / 63 hours (taking into account 20% Contingency)
Note : Additionally take off Bank Holidays, personal holidays, contract end dates

Sprint Start Day & Time Monday 9:00

Sprint End Date & Time Friday 17:30

Sprint Assignment Principle Optimistic/Overload and remove when don’t delivered

Sprint Pattern 3 Sprints of Functionality, followed by 1 Sprint of Tech Debt/Wash Up

Prioritisation

Blocker Blocker type issues are the most critical issues. You will not be able to use the product if this 
type of issue occurs. Example: Unable to log on to the system.

Critical This type of issue is critical to the system and you need to attend to these issues as soon as 
possible. Example: An exception occurring when performing a particular function, (i.e., 
adding a user to the system)

Major Issues that are important and should be fixed but does not stop the rest of the system from 
functioning. Example: When adding one record, the same record gets added twice.

Minor These issues have a relatively minor impact on the product but needs to be fixed. Example: 
Wrong message being displayed when some action is performed.

Trivial Trivial issues have the least impact on the product. Example: Spelling error in an error 
message, GUI Issues, etc.

Design 
Effort

One of the following:
• User Story
• Steps to reproduce
• Video of Bug
• Demo of bug

• User Story
And a supporting document
• Wire frame
• Entity Relationship Diagram
• Process Diagram
• Etc…

• User Story
And multiple supporting documents
• Wire frame
• Entity Relationship Diagram
• Process Diagram
• Etc….

Low
(i.e. bug)

Medium

High

BA Design Complete – Effort to ensure accepted outcome

Ceremonies

v2



Fast forward to September 2017…

• Smashed the KPI of 35 Projects set 
in September 2016

• Delivered 109 Projects ☺

• Delivered major customer Projects 
for Apple, Unilever, GE + many 
more…

• Revitalised and inspired the 
Technology Team, losing only 1 
developer in 21 months from a 
overall team of 130+



Today…

We were never satisfied with normal and 
to celebrate breaking the 100 projects 
delivered in just one year, we decided to 
communicate it in the appropriate fashion 
by creating a video to celebrate the 
successes of the Technology Development 
Team...



Click to Play Video…

https://player.vimeo.com/video/242543415






• It requires discipline to follow many 
agile practices and philosophies

• Discipline is doing what needs to be 
done, even if you don’t want to do it

What does it mean to be Disciplined?



What before the Why – the background story…

• Disciplined Agile (Delivery), developed by Scott Ambler 
and Mark Lines

• Addresses areas not thoroughly covered in smaller-
scale agile frameworks like Scrum

• Three phases: Inception, Construction, and Transition

• Offers more guidance in the areas of Architecture and 
Design (Inception) and DevOps (Transition)

• Flexibility in suggesting different process guidelines for 
four categories of lifecycles:
– Agile/basic

– Lean/advanced

– Continuous delivery

– Exploratory



The challenge for Enterprise IT Organisations…

• Empirical evidence clearly shows that modern day agile 
frameworks deliver superior results compared to traditional 
approaches and that a majority of technology organisations are 
either using agile techniques or plan to in the near future.

• However, common mature understanding is that mainstream 
agile frameworks provide only a part of the overall picture for 
solutions delivery, especially for an Enterprise IT Organisation. 

• Mature implementations of agile, recognise a basic need in the 
enterprise for a level of rigour that core agile frameworks 
dismiss as not required, such as development/project 
governance, architectural planning etc.



Why Disciplined Agile?

• The Disciplined Agile Delivery (DAD) framework was created to 
apply agile in complex enterprise organisations.  It addresses agile 
practices across the entire project lifecycle, from requirements, 
architecture and development to delivery and governance.

• It is a hybrid process framework that pulls together common 
practices and strategies from many agile frameworks.  DAD puts  
people first, recognising that individuals and the way that they 
work together are the primary determinants of success on IT 
projects. 

• The DAD framework, is the foundation from which to scale agile 
successfully. Scaling factors such as team size, geographic 
distribution, regulatory compliance, technical complexity, domain 
complexity, organisation distribution, or organisational complexity, 
will affect the way that you organise your team and tailor your 
process.



Why Disciplined Agile?

According to Gartner, Disciplined Agile is the only available agile process decision 
framework explicitly allowing enterprises to customise agile for their unique enterprise 
challenges at both the organization and project levels.  In their recent research, ‘Adopt 
Disciplined Agile Delivery for a Comprehensive and Scalable Agile IT Approach’, Gartner 
reported: 

“Success with agile development is important, but comes in different forms across 
enterprises. Technical professionals responsible for application development can 
use Disciplined Agile Delivery to tune agile processes and practices, including 
SAFe, to their specific needs."





Why Disciplined Agile?

Scrum Lifecycle



Why Disciplined Agile?

DAD Lifecycle



Why Disciplined Agile?

1. DAD extends Scrum

2. DAD is pragmatic and not prescriptive or purist

3. DAD focuses on solution delivery, not just software delivery

4. DAD explicitly supports a full delivery lifecycle

5. DAD explicitly addresses Architecture

6. DAD explicitly addresses DevOps

7. DAD explicitly addresses Governance

8. DAD reflects the realities of Enterprise Agile

9. DAD is scalable and provides real advice for doing so

10. DAD increases the chance of success of your agile 
transformation at an enterprise level



Taking Scrum further with Disciplined Agile…

1. Scrum delivery focuses on “working software” - DAD goes 
further for a “complete end-to-end solution“

2. Scrum is prescriptive - DAD is pragmatic

3. DAD is easily tailored

4. Scrum focuses only on “Construction” phase - DAD includes 
Inception, Construction, and Transition phases

5. Scrum is targeted from single team to multiple teams -
DAD is scalable at both the tactical & strategic levels

6. Scrum is one approach process framework - DAD is a 
Hybrid Framework



Scrum

Tactical Scaling: Context Counts…



Tactical Scaling: Context Counts…
Disciplined Agile
(Specifically at Tungsten Network)



Parting thoughts…

• A lot of people want to do Scrum, and rightfully so because there are some great 
ideas there. But even when you’re “doing Scrum” the reality is that Scrum is only a 
very small part of the overall picture, especially for enterprise organisations.

• Once you recognise this to be true, you quickly realise that you’re much better off 
to adopt a robust framework such as Disciplined Agile so as to help gain 
lightweight guidance through your process choices.

• This will not only increase your chance of success at adopting enterprise agile 
strategies, it will also reduce the cost and time required to do so, because DAD 
takes the mystery out of agile solution delivery.



Online Resources…

To help you achieve some of this using DAD, we have created a free online tool to help 
you assess your DAD adoption: AgileDelta.co.uk

This adherence check tool will show you where you are adopting the framework well, 
or where you need to focus attention…



Online Resources…



“DAD provides the consistency top-down of a 
framework with the flexibility of approach at the 

team level”

- Jon Smart, Barclays UK







What could you do with DAD?

If you would like to know more, or are 
interested in introducing DAD within your 
organisation, please feel free to get in touch:

Email: giles@agiledelta.co.uk

Twitter: @anyone4seconds

Disciplined Agile Consortium Case Study on 
Agile Transformation at Tungsten Network:

www.disciplinedagileconsortium.org/DA-Case-
Study-Tungsten-Network

www.disciplinedagiledelivery.com


